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Cytoarchitectonic Mapping
Layer structure differs between cytoarchitectonic areas [5]. Classical methods to locate borders
include image segmentation, mathematical morphology, and correlation of local intensity profiles.
Goals:
Investigate the potential of modern
machine learning techniques to
support the analysis
Increase degree of automatization
(towards high throughput
processing)
Find qualitative and quantitative
measures for cellular distributions
Gray/white matter
segmentation
Automatic Par-
cellation of
Cytoarchitectonic
Cortical Regions
Cell detection
Density clus-
tering to reflect
laminar layers
Supervised
deep learning
Unsupervised
clustering
Gray/white matter segmentation
GP
U
HPC
Use Deep-CNNs [3] to predict cerebral cortex tissue
Hand crafted masks partially available
Post-processing to find optimal results (e.g. Graph Cut)
Prediction for high resolution images parallel on HPC
Next steps
Increase classifier size / Improve post-processing
Enhance masks
prediction graph cut
evaluate
Cell detection
Compute shape attributes for
each connected region
Random Forest / SVM for
prediction
Next steps
Split cells using clustering,
parallel for each label
Create a unicore workflow
HPC
Parcellation of cytoarchitectonic cortical regions
conv pool conv FCL
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Feasibility study with deep learning [3, 4] finished - promising findings
Next steps
Implement workflow on HPC to enable processing of larger amounts of data
GP
U
Groundtruth Classification Segmentation
Density clustering to reflect laminar layers
Cortical areas show
different cell densities
Using density based
clustering (DBSCAN
[1]) to find regions of
different density
Scalable and parallel
HPDBSCAN [2]
implementation to
cluster large number of
cells
HPC
Next steps
Compare results with different clustering techniques
Find relations to cytoarchitectonic cortical regions
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